Memphis has a SLICE of BIG ORANGE Life!

INSIDE
- Student Life
- Career of Student Government
- Discovering Life
- Carving Up Campus
- Serving Students of Diverse College Services Offer a Slice of Life
- Allied Health
- Dentistry
- Graduate Health
- Medicine
- Nursing
- Pharmacy
- Social Work
R.I.P.

Waiting for a Network Connection

STUDENT LIFE
All Hallows Eve
Studious, focused, caring, community-minded, exhausted, and on the cutting edge of tomorrow...

UT Students Are...

Kind!
CUTTING SOME

SLACK

Life is JUICY.
CUTTING LEEKS

The nectar of Life

armed forces
GREAT YEAR!

...any way you slice it.

...that's 7 years in dog time
Celebrating 25 Years...
In 1980, the Imhotep Society became an official and recognized organization on campus, for the purpose of honoring students, faculty, staff, and alumni who have significantly contributed to the student life and student process at KU Memphis. It was recognized that many student leaders, in performing their functions and assignments, may have sacrificed high academic accomplishments and thus did not receive recognition through those organizations which traditionally honors students for high academic achievement.

While the principle objective of the Society is to reward and recognize student leadership and service on campus, a secondary goal is to inspire students to continue leadership and service roles as alumni of the University.
Independent Presbyterian Bible Study

Members Include: (in no particular order) Michele Penny, Aaron Peterson, Michelle Beards, Dorothy Hayes, Buddy Creech, Angela Potter, Ken Massa, Adriane Kruppis, Jeri Buchanan, Gloria Spencer, Maude Lewis, Ruth Dorr, Gloria Crews, Mona Wardlaw, Linda Lester, Anne Spech, Sandra Carison, Christopher Hardaway, Anita Bowles, Scott Hormberger, Greg Mullins, Suman Gupta, Ester Jenkins, Bruce Berry, Carolyn Foster, Emma Yates, Alke Cohen, Mark Miller, Brian Rhoads, Karen Howell, Nikola Sorrow, Susan Bennett, Rick Pierce, Jon Lucks, Margaret Thomas, Chris Horton, Zenie Terrell, Vivia Syde, Lucinda Dawson, Shirley Smith, Jacqueline Chatman, Carolyn Somerville

International Association
Pictured - L to R: Chio Chen, Li Zhang, Sumita Jain, Piyush Patel

United Methodist Fellowship
First Row, L-R: Carlos Lacy, Jamie Rehg, Carissa Sawyers
Second Row, L-R: Anthony Anderson, Jalisa Lapsley, Tessor Lyos, Yolanda Harris, Tracey Barnes, Angelique Smith, Michael West

University Catholics
Missions include: Seated, L to R: Mark Stewart, Mark Lewis, Nick Reeds, Joseph Clark. Standing, L to R: Berry Crawford, Nancy Wabian, Jennifer Niedemund, Raydow, George Taubin, Lee Roemer
The Pith of the Big Orange

Board of Trustees

1995-96 Board

Left to Right, First Row: Susan Richardson-Williams, Suzanne Schaeffer, Joe Johnson, Steve Ennis, Tom Elam, Nancy Overton
Second Row: King Rogers, Houston Gordon, Clayton McWherter, Paul Kimper, Paul Phillips, Roy Flowers
Third Row: Thomas Kerney, Carl Johnson, Johanne Amonette, William Sansom, James Holland, Roger Dickson, William Johnson, Dan Wege
Student Affairs

Office of the Registrar -
Jean Melton, Registrar
Seated, L-R: Alma Poiris, Jean Melton Standing, L-R: Madge Huggins, Barbara Raines, Lucille Butler

Office of Admissions -
June Peoples, Director

Office of Student Affairs -
Bill Robinson, Vice Chancellor

Office of Student Financial Aid -
Billie Jo Hamilton, Director
Seated, L-R: Billie Jo Hamilton, Debra Thomas Standing, L-R: Jedd Maxwell, Lori Hartman, Darrell Anderson, Connie Dye

Office of Student Life and Student Alumni Center -
Pam Moon, Vice Chancellor
Seated, L-R: Earnest Miller, Melvin Barnes, Marie Jones, Ben Pederson Standing, L-R: Emily Barnes, Pam Moon, Michael Magursky, Lynn Ivy

Student Assistants
First Row: Brietta Smith Second Row, L-R: Karen Marlow, Johnna Morgan, Greg Smith, Michael Magursky Third Row, L-R: Robin Donald, Anne Marie Blair, Lee Mixon, Lucy Green, Moriah Edley, Wendy Robinson

Dining Services -
Carrie Sumter, Director
First Row, L-R: Vanessa Robinson, Chris Beary, Edie Sandridge, Marcus Cross Second Row, L-R: Mary Reid, Rosie Mitchell, Richard Cleaves, Carrie Sumter

Campus Recreation -
Mike Andrews, Director
Kneeling, L-R: Kathy Bannister, Dan Headland, Cecile Woodson, Jamie Kyker Standing, L-R: Ralph Andrews, Valerie Fogelman, Regina Sura, Lou Raymond, William Johnson, Lara Farnsworth, Mike Andrews, Stephanie Yeary

University Health Service -
Peggy Tagg, Director
First Row, L-R: Peggy Tagg, Dr. Melton Deneke, Anita Boykins Second Row, L-R: Sue Fowler, Sharon Scott, Cheryl Stegmeier, Michelle Brown, Patrick Jenkins

Student Housing -
Glenda Delk, Director
First Row, L-R: Theresa Cunningham, Gerdada Mays, Gloria Hayes, June Floyd, Ramone Pierce Second Row, L-R: Connie Jenkins, Marie Whiting, Eddie Williams, Glenda Delk Not Pictured: Dorothy Malone, Mary Brunson

University Center Store -
Steve White, Manager
First Row, L-R: Sherri Wolf, Carolyn Hendricks, Louis Fawcett, Virginia Bradford Second Row, L-R: Frank Crowe, Beverly Spleeg, Gloria Thompson, Clara Talafro, Steve White
Thanks

To many who help to keep our slices of the Big Orange together!
Looking at Life through Big Orange colored glasses

Big Orange Power (puts new meaning into the phrase "sliced tires")

Intramurals
Intramural Champions

VOLLEYBALL
TEAM NAME: The Hammer DIVISION: Men A
Li Sheng Kong, Doug Kennedy, Chris Raudford, Alex Connor, Don Dupuy, Vivek Metha, Eric Garber, William Leonardi, Robert Northrup, Mark Rauter
TEAM NAME: PT
Chad Hulse, Matt Bratton, Steve Pivovar, Mike Dake, Joe Bauer, Terry Hayes
TEAM NAME: PT
Amy McMahon, Kristen Mitchell, Maritza Elia, Angie Pickens, Becky Bosson, Becky Chisholm, Christian Moore, Wendi Whaley, Wende Rand, Ginger Tapp, Kristen Purdy
TEAM NAME: PTZ
DIVISION: Gator
RJ Paul, Lindsey Cappell, Andrew Jackson, Becky Chisholm, Tiffany Strohm, Angie Pickens, Christian Moore, Becky Bosson, Wendi Whaley, Marc McCollum, Amy Brown, Steve Smith
TEAM NAME: A. S. C. R.
DIVISION: Men
PLAYERS: Robert Richie, Robert Schindler, Chris Pyree, Bishop Breath, Lee Austin, John Choue, Pedro Osbourn, Dick Buer, Bob Miller, Dr. Carl, Mehta Sain, Ardon Hsuwan

SCHICK SUPERS SPORTS ON TV: BASKETBALL
TEAM NAME: Donnell
DIVISION: Men
Joe Dressel, Ben Spiegel, Brian Hall
TEAM NAME: PT
Kris Mitchell, Amy McMahon, Christie Moore, Gigi Tapp
ROUND BALL SHOOTOUT
WOMEN
Becky Chisholm, Angie Pickens, Amy McMahon, Christie Moore
TEAM NAME: Kayla
DIVISION: Women
Kristen Mitchell, Amy McMahon, Christie Moore, Bob Simons, Angie Pickens, Ginger Tapp, Becky Chisholm, Karen Brown, laptops
TEAM NAME: PT
DIVISION: Women
Kristen Mitchell, Amy McMahon, Christie Moore, Bob Simons, Angie Pickens, Ginger Tapp, Becky Chisholm, Karen Brown, laptops
TEAM NAME: Future
DIVISION: Women
Michelle Card
HOLIDAY BREAKFAST
BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT 1995
TEAM NAME: Fast Break
DIVISION: Men
Ralph Andrews, Carole Woodrow, Jeff Sugg, Bobby Douglas, Robert Spence, Bobby Thomas, Steve Cale, Keith Wilson, Chad Horton
TEAM NAME: PT
DIVISION: Women
Rob Mitchell, Amy McMahon, Christie Moore, Bela Serwin, Angie Pickens, Ginger Tapp, Becky Chisholm, Tammy Reeg

FOOTBALL
TEAM NAME: Apes
DIVISION: Men A
Paul Feldman, J. D. Fringer, Phillip Trawick, Stan Thompson, Bryn Venuto, Amy Fisher, Allen Condie, Don Dupuy, Vivek Metha, Eric Garber, William Leonardi, Robert Northrup, Mark Rauter
TEAM NAME: PT
Chad Hulse, Matt Bratton, Steve Pivovar, Mike Dake, Joe Bauer, Terry Hayes
TEAM NAME: PT
Amy McMahon, Kristen Mitchell, Maritza Elia, Angie Pickens, Becky Bosson, Becky Chisholm, Christian Moore, Wendi Whaley, Wende Rand, Ginger Tapp, Kristen Purdy
TEAM NAME: PTZ
DIVISION: Gator
RJ Paul, Lindsey Cappell, Andrew Jackson, Becky Chisholm, Tiffany Strohm, Angie Pickens, Christian Moore, Becky Bosson, Wendi Whaley, Marc McCollum, Amy Brown, Steve Smith
TEAM NAME: A. S. C. R.
DIVISION: Men
PLAYERS: Robert Richie, Robert Schindler, Chris Pyree, Bishop Breath, Lee Austin, John Choue, Pedro Osbourn, Dick Buer, Bob Miller, Dr. Carl, Mehta Sain, Ardon Hsuwan

3 on 3 BASKETBALL - SPRING 1995
TEAM NAME: 3 Shot
DIVISION: Men
Corey Rose, Ben Benson, Chris Turner, Clark Hug
TEAM NAME: PT
DIVISION: Women
Angel Tischler, Christie Moore, Ginger Tapp
3 on 3 BASKETBALL - SUMMER 1995
TEAM NAME: PT
DIVISION: Men
Chris Turner, Tannis Service, Persistence, Mark 3
BIG ORANGE
BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT - SPRING 1995
Men A
James Matroni, Ken Collins
Men C
Sergio Muscarella
Women
Lea Ran Nye
ULTIMATE TOURNAMENT - SPRING 1995
Laurie Smith/Sara Ohkawa
4 RAIL POOL - SPRING 1995
Michael Johnson
TABLE TENNIS - SPRING 1995
Joe Salcedo
TENNIS - SPRING 1995
Michael Johnson
Administration, Faculty & Staff

Dean
William G. Hinkle, Ph.D.

Physical Therapy

Dental Hygiene
L to R, Top: Gina Wray, Beth Horn, Dana Wilson, Mary Alice Greer, Dr. Nancy Winstead, Dr. Susan Cervantes, Dr. Richard Frankel, Boston, Alice Hovenga, Katie Marchant, Dr. Peggy Waring.

Occupational Therapy

Health Information Management
L to R, Top: Joyce Jones, Elizabeth Bowezi, Bonnie, Mary McCain, Karen Scott.

Cytotechnolgy
L to R, David Mens, Barbara Benitez, Tracy Schuler.

Medical Technology
L to R, Top: Dr. Brenda Davis, Dr. Donna Spagy—Martin, Diane Wray, Linda Ross, Judy Wramland, Bonnie, Martha Payne, Lynn Nguyen.
Members Inducted in 1995

Cytotechnology
- Amber Lynn McCrooklin
- Kathleen Ann Jones
- Shaion Rayley May
- Kayla Ann Treadwell

Dental Hygiene
- Rhonda Fox

Health Information Management
- Jing Christina LaBane
- Almae Beth Cemler Sacks

Medical Technology
- Beth Nabors
- Stephanie Kuykendal

Occupational Therapy
- Allison Carol Berry
- Mitzl Rachell Gibbons
- Chad Austin Jordan
- Eyke Luedemann

Physical Therapy
- Felicia Chantal Taylor
- Heidi Joy Waldauer

Class Officers

Left to Right: Sarah Richardson (Honor Council Mem). Jennifer Tice (Honor Council Rep.), Lisa Harris (Vice President), Cindy Deouch (President).
Dental Hygiene

Class Of 1996

Class Officers
Left to Right, Back Row, Sharon Collier (Honor Council), Sony Williams (Social Chair), Elizabeth Massy (Social Chair), Sonya Barn (Home Council), Mosty Baker (Vice President). Last to Right, Front Row, Michelle Thompson (Secretary/Treasurer), Sandy Reh (President), Ginger Duke (Honor Chair)
Dental Hygiene

Get a Checkup

Class Officers
L to R, Front Row: Dana Sotani (Sor., Treasurer), Miny Jaffrey (Co-Student), Sarah Brummell (Clerk Treasurer), Stephanie Floyd (President); L to R, Second Row: Page Frisk (Co-President), Mandy Bedeman (Vice-President); Tiffany Brown (Social Chairman), Kristina Lowry (Minor Council)

Class of 1997

Mandy Bedeman
Tony Brown
Leahanda Brooks
Tiffany Brown
Stacie Campbell
Patricia Cristina
Natalie Damour
Stephanie Floyd

Page Frisk
Jennifer Fox
Stephanie Gibbs
Katie Glenn
Tammie Huston
Heather Huggins
Sandra Hill
Melin Isbell

Stephanie Janes
Mary Jeffery
Hope Lee
Christina Lundy
Donna Lons
Andrea Mabel
Wendy Mitchell
Emily Ofia

Ablgard Parrish
Carolyne Prekock
Deborah Rose
Dina Santos
Sarah Shippan
Shelby Squires
Tammy Williams
Christine Williamson

Amy Willford
Michelle Woodward
Traci Werson
Health Information Management
Class Of 1996

Angela Marie Bonnenc
Laurel Renee Chatham
Karen Lynn Darlington
Maeann Louise Dors
Bradley Andrew Guarino

Krisha Carmen Jones
Amy Elizabeth Kenner
Heather Nicole Miller
Stuart Cadman Moss
Patricia Ann Packer

Sheil Reese Stewart
Nicholas Dennis Miller
Melissa Beth Welsh

Class Officers
Standing Left to Right: Patrice Puckett (Honors Council - Alumnae), Sherry Moore (Honors Council Rep), Sandi Left to Right: Angela Bonnenc (VP Service), Rachel Goss (VP Internships), Lauren Chambers (President)

Allied Health Does It With Class
Medical Technology
Class of 1996

Kimberly Applewhine
Kaye Gowan
Cory Kishma
Teleta McKinney
Opal Fowell

Jenice Qui
Marian Ralfeamy
Rich Narbonet
Diane Ware

Class Officers

Medical Technology
Class Of 1997

Mora Atkinson
Trace Burton
Nicholas Caleal
Amy Delays
Kathy Ebon
Reann Fitcher

Jason Mize
Duan Ponce
Dean Stannard
Jen Tyson
Dave S. Turner

Class Officers

Constance Apalakosis
Clifford Broughton
Benji Hoby
Troy Johnson
Tina Patti

Vern Callwell/ Honor Council
Ela Pech-Schneider/ Honor Council Ak.
Lesla Coy/ Secretary
Karen Makar/ President

Michael Ridley/ Social Chair
Dave B. Smith/ Vice President
Michele Thompson/ Treasurer
Occupational Therapy

Class Of 1996

Allied Health
Occupational Therapy
Class of 1997

Franconia Brown
Hester Bruehl
Beverly Burrage
Jessica Caddell
Holly Caud
Amy Dean

Amy Davis
Susie Eggen
Jacee Gevue
Jeni Gray
Lori Green
Tracy Harte

Lisa Jackson
Terra Johnson
Beth Johnson
Shelton Jones
Libba Llewellyn

Tanya Mizia
Shantae Milhams
Debra Pokuwenn
Travis Pridemore
Lynn Purcell

Julie Randle
Katherine Simon
Stacey Speck
Kathryn Walter

Class Officers

First Row, Left to Right: Lucy Green (Social Chair); Kacey Speck (Co-Secretary); Amy Dean (President), Amy Dean (Vice President), Holly Caud (Co-Secretary).
Lisa Jackson (Treasurer), Second Row, Left to Right: Tracie Pokuwenn (COT Representant), Libba Llewellyn (Columbia Represenative), Susie Eggen (AMCOTA Representative), Debra Pokuwenn (House Code Administrator), Shandel Jones (Germanwala), Tracy Harte (Public Relations), Bonnie Burrage (TOTA Representative).

Physical Therapy Masters

Oumou Ali Adenouba
Marie Bell
Laura Cram

Shane Liu
Lisa Moore

Not Pictured
Green Allen
Matthew Borkowski
Karen Brock
Kathryn Borst
Susan Bruch
Susan Seibl
Louis Weenen
Kathleen Wozniak
Belinda Williams
Edward Zeno

Allied Health
Physical Therapy Continued

Class Officers
Back Row, Left to Right: Britney Greene (Secretary), Cindy Gezade (Treasurer), Arti 3rd (Executive Council Alumnae), Jackie Hart
2nd Row, Left to Right: Maryavec (Social Chair), Angela Pimentel (Social Chair), Deirdre Row, Left to Right: Kim Berg (President), Kristin Mitchell (Club Chair), Sandy Reed (Vice President), Becky Brown (President), Teresa Smith (Executive Council).
Clinical Affairs

Business Office
Left: Marie, Angela, Tisa, and Tonya enjoying an afternoon in CPR. Right: Kevin, David, and Keith anxiously awaiting the food at the ZTA initiation dinner.

[Names listed]

Mr. Carlet Snider plays a practical joke on Marie during CPR training.
Landon plays at the ASDA bash.

The seniors = break to relax during clinic.

Michael Abraham
Benito Ayala
André Bauta
Robert Burrow
Karl Bell
Jason Buckwell

Ceri Bichell
Mike Blackman
Chris Boyd
Brad Brewer
Paul Chickendad
Jodi Cissum
David Cooig

Bill Cox
D. J. Dally
Richard Davis
Brian Butt
Gary Doolysh
Kim Dryden
Ladl Ellis

Michael Vandenbergen
Junior Watney
Bi Wrenn
Ted Wendel
Bruce Wilson

Non Pictured:
Phil Mason
Jody Patrick
Lori Sullivan

Tara Scallon
Angela Stephens
Mark Studners
Greg Stinner

Chris Stager
Greg Stinard

Tonya Smith
Kevin Stenger

Calvin Safflidge
Dale Sullivan
Minny Thompson
Bob Tosta
AMERICAN STUDENT DENTAL ASSOCIATION

Front Row, L to R: Kim Dryden, Class Representative; Judie Holby, ASDA Secretary; Allen Kifly, Class Representative; Mike Hardison, ASDA President; Rick Ross, L to R, Mary Panch, ASDA President Elect; Eric Nester, ASDA Treasurer; Matt Bock, Class Representative; Jett Polumbo, Class Representative; Matt McGee, Class Representative.
American Association of Women Dentists

Chemical Dependency

Laboratory Technicians

Honor Council

Student National Dental Association
Delta Sigma Delta was established by far-sighted professional men with vision who possessed the desire to render the best dental services in the highest professional manner. On November 15, 1882, seven dental students met at Mrs. Shastey’s boarding house in Ann Arbor and founded the first dental fraternity in the world. It was intended to bring together students, teachers, and practitioners. Professional fraternities have strong faculty support because of the high standards required for the establishment of a chapter on campus. Selectivity is a motto of Delta Sig.
XI
PSI
PHI

Xi Psi Phi Deutal Fraternity is cordially known as the ZIPS. Several members reside in the fraternity house at 249 Garland Street. There is a fully equipped lab which is always available for use. Intramural Sports, and theme parties are some of the social activities in which ZIPS are involved. Xi Psi Phi enjoys serving UT-Memphis both socially and academically.
Slice of the BIG ORANGE
It is the triumph of scientific men . . . to desire tests by which the value of beliefs may be ascertained, and to feel sufficiently masters of themselves to discard contempruously whatever may be found untrue.

-Francis Galton
Physiology and Biophysics

takes a slice out of systems and development

with

Michael Hansen
Leana Lumer
Vadella Moren
Glen Pyle
Daniel Rapozale
Kenneth Williams

Ashen Wills
Jennifer Wong
Jiayi Zhang

Nan jiaowen:
Ali Nazar (Phys & Bio.)
Reynor Hoross (Phann.Sc.)
Robert Redl (Pharm.Sc.)
Vinh Sader (Pharm.Sc.)

Biochemistry

takes a slice out of structure, function, and control

Nancy Aylor
Robert Beeklin
Changsong Bu
Stephen Clark
Jenn Feng
Yuan Guo

Chad King
Kishla Akqhe
Thomas O'Neill
William Pockertby
Malakuan Baghstein
Shayun Hansen

David Rishes
Chris Sudanhan

Jun Yong Wei
James Wimmer

Pharmaceutical Sciences

takes a slice out of biopharmaceutics and pharmacokinetics

Chengfu Du
Wai Ho
Hai Li
Chad Moir
Amul Jochespe
We-ying Zheng
Dianying Zhao

Nor Pimentel:
Chen Wei-Bi
Anatomy and Neurobiology

takes a slice out of neuroscience

Graduate Nursing

takes a slice out of health care

Pharmaceutics

takes a slice out of the study of drugs

Health Science Administration

takes a slice out of policy
Biomedical Engineering
takes a slice out of biomedical problems

Pharmacology
takes a slice of drug interactions

Medicinal Chemistry
takes a slice out of reactions
Pathology

takes a slice out of disease

Graduate Student Association

Officer: Stephanie Scott, Robert Breda, Joe Coffman, Geraldine.
December 1995 Graduates

Ali Bune
Jared Douglas
Shanna Flynn
Robert Dean Gillespie
Michelle Kohr moy Gable
Merri Kristma
Bagitse Madlaga
Jeddm Miller
Ching Supakhan
Har Sun
Yuan Gui
Yvonne Kumar
Kimberly Outum Rood

June 1996 Graduates

Edna Astinweich
Hong Kan
Harold Wright
Section 4

Slice of the BIG ORANGE
Administration

Office of the Dean

Admissions/Student Affairs

Academic/Faculty Affairs
Clinical Sciences

Course Directors

- Allen Edelson, M.D.
  Surgical Subspecialties
- Barbara Dorscher, M.D.
  Gastroenterology & Gynecology
- Valerie F. Jonasson, M.D.
  Pediatrics
- Gayle Minard, M.D.
  Surgery

Not Pictured:
- Ambulatory Medicine - Memphis
  Medicine - Memphis
- Ambulatory Medicine - Knoxville
  Medicine - Knoxville
- Family Medicine - Knoxville
  OB/GYN - Knoxville
  Pediatrics - Knoxville
  Surgery - Knoxville
- Ambulatory Medicine - Chattanooga
  Medicine - Chattanooga
- Family Medicine - Chattanooga
  OB/GYN - Chattanooga
  Pediatrics - Chattanooga
  Surgery - Chattanooga

Pharmacology - Murray Heimberg, M.D., Ph.D., Chair

Physiology and Biophysics - Leonard R. Johnson, Ph.D., Chair
Class Of 1996

Class Officers
1st Row, L to R: Paul Ndum, President; Mark Buchanan, MSIC & Admissions Committee; Vance Michael, MSIC; Tom Eiden; House Council in 1996, 2nd Row, L to R: Kelly Carolyn, VP of Academic Affairs; John Drey, MSIC; Angie Stotts, Secretary. Not Pictured: Greg "Maxim" Cox, Social Chair; Keith Woodward, Social Chair; Kristen Brown, Treasurer; Matt Shaw, VP of Student Affairs. Photo: Aggarwal
"No, my costume is better — I have two drinks!"

"The name is Jones, B.P. Jones."
"Shake it Big Shammy! Jason Shamley runs a tug with fellow M2's and M1's on a Memphis Queen boat ride."

"Rare sighting of these two together, photographing while making drinks at the Phi Chi mixer."
"This group looked 'Simply Irresistible' at the Halloween party."

"Mark & Jim showed up as 'dead gypsies.' They were later spotted on Beale St., pouting on invisible walls and pulling on imaginary ropes."
"Here we are two classmates having a J. Crew black after day."

"Here isn't that the official gypsy-watcher when Dr. Froshman was a young lady?"

"Chris Radfoc, doing his best Santa impression. I thought he'd be bigger!"
Class of 1999

Class officers: 1st Row, L to R: Amy Proz, VP Academic Affairs; Shelia Lewis, MSRC; Hellen Jordan, Secretary; Monica Pinto, ASPP; Porki Archana; Jai D. Roch, L to R: Shini Stehly, MSRC; Karen Williams, VP Class Notes; Leticia Houston; VP Class Notes; 3rd Row, L to R: Mike Spinns, Honor Council; Rachel Thompson, Class Photographer; Judy Skelton, Social Chair; Jason Grupe, President; Kevin Chisholm, Producer; Anna Sautner, MSRC; Jonathan Letch, Professionals; 4th Row, L to R: Tony Lira, Professionals; Steve Peterson, AMA; Robert Stor, Treasurer; Scott Keller, Class Photographer; Fred Thomas, IM Chair.

Nick Anderson
Paige Anthe
Karen Arnold
Michael Balducci
Marcha Bekal
Anna Berryman
Dennis Berryman
David Basker
Jennie Buchanan
David Barnett
John Barnett
David Board
Michelle Board
Nina Bourn
Silvia Bercketta
Daniel Bler
Brian Blair
Tami Board
Char Bools
Bob Bouson
Chad Boyd
Jenifer Boudreau
Brad Boudrea
David Boudreau
Douglas Callihan
Kevin Campbell
William Carty, Jr.
Russell Ci
Holly Culley
Frank Cuchicewa, Jr.
Ravi Chaudhary
Van Cullen
Mallory Cole
Imran Cole
Paul Cox
Shawn Cox
Harold Graham II
Happy Crall
Tracy Croun
Cathy Crowe
Teresa Daniel
Robert Day
Tina Deniz
Tad Dixon
Anna Dornick
Cara Dunnuck
Lyda Ebrakhm
Tristan Fendt
Michael Foster
Sally Foster
Julie Fagenson
Kerry Fagenson
Mark Fowler
"John Freeman, eager to play another point in a volleyball game at the Loan."

"This door prize is almost as good as the free ice cream bars!"
A MILESTONE
In the College of Medicine

A retirement reception was held for Alicia Smith on October 20, 1995 on the first floor of the Hymen Building. Alicia joined the University in September of 1976 and worked in the Office of Student Affairs for the majority of her time here. Dr. Wall said "Alicia will never be replaced. She was a loyal and dedicated employee who was loved by students and staff alike." Alicia was joined by faculty, students and co-workers for a party in honor of her retirement. During the retirement reception, the Class of 1996 presented Alicia with a round trip ticket to Memphis for the graduation ceremonies. Thanks for the memories. We will all miss you.

Alpha Omega Alpha
Beta Chapter of Tennessee

Alpha Omega Alpha is the only national honor medical society in the world. Its raison d'être can be expressed in a phrase: to recognize and perpetuate excellence in the medical profession. AOA is organized for educational purposes exclusively and not for profit, and its aims shall be the promotion of scholarship and research in medical schools and graduates, and the recognition of high achievement in medical science, practice, and related fields. To fulfill the role it has set for itself, Alpha Omega Alpha selects outstanding medical students, graduates (house officers, faculty and honorary members) to its ranks. Scholastic excellence is a key criterion but not the only one for election to AOA: capacity for leadership, compassion, integrity, service to the school and the community at large, and fairness in dealing with one's colleagues are also to be considered.

In an effort to fulfill its goals, AOA sponsors a number of programs, including Alpha Omega Day and the annual Distinguished Visiting Professorship, which is designed to match the educational environment of the medical school. Moreover, the Society sponsors two annual competitions for students: The Student Essay Awards and the Student Research Fellowships.

1995-1996 Selections
Mark G. Buchanan
Steven W. Cooper
Jeha S. Czepiel
Allison E. Carpenter
James W. Duker
John K. Dockery
John D. Days
Timothy H. Rickson
John A. Eldred
Amy L. Hocken
Paul M. Freeman
William M. Grober
Page R. Gerton
Ray P. Oswald
David W. Harkins, Jr.
John R. Kruger
Mark R. Kusner
William E. Lavater
Todd J. Lucey
Robert C. Sandberg

Bedley H. Rodrick
Charles C. Smith
Dennis R. Salomon
Audrey K. Tolbert
Liz F. Tolbert
James M. Zottori

House Officers
Christopher B. Hughes, M.D.
Veesh K. Khan, M.D.

Alumni
William J. Bickerton, M.D.
E. Steve Risch, M.D.

Faculty
Rahm J. Watts, M.D.

Councillors
Howard R. Hens, M.D.

Pictured here are some of the selections, house officers, and faculty.
Organizations

Medical Student Executive Council

Honors Council

American Medical Student Association

1st Row, L to R: Sarah Ranell, MD Rep; Amy Huber, MD Rep; Melanie Fife, MD President; Barbara Sarentino, OSR Rep; Scott Russell, OSR Rep; 2nd Row, L to R: Bruce Baldwin, MD Rep; Kenneth Ryz, AKS Rep; Stephen Cunningham, SMMA Rep; Tom Sabin, MD Rep; Care Calfield, CUMED Rep; 3rd Row, L to R: Scot Hinkley, NSIC President; Mike Jenkins, Phi Chi Rep; Jeff Williams, AMA Rep; Nick Buchanan, MD Rep; Ellen Pickering; BIS Rep; Deborah Warren, AMA Rep; Neo Picinoff; King Jane; BIS Rep; Stecy Bruffman, MSE; VF; Paul Sarlant, MD President; Vance McNeil, MD Rep; John Huber, MD President; Ennis Buchanan, MD Rep; Grace Newman, MD Rep; Danielle Brown, MD Rep;

4th Row, L to R: Seria Gogias, MD President; Aniria Reuther; MD Rep; Candy Woodall, CUMED Rep; Marc Premo; FASA Rep; Paul Pickman, CSS Rep; Aniria Reuther; CSS Rep; Jeff Mahoney, MSS Rep.


1st Row, L to R: Waylon Gujilabwall, Happy Clark; Holly Hatpr, u.ook;

2nd Row, L to R: Reeta Waukon, Shab Atwells, Gmcry, Matt Mthalli;~

3rd Row, L to M: John Tapp, S. Todd, SnadaM \.'wi

4th Row, L to R: Scott Hobby, SnadaM \.'wi

5th Row, L to R: Scott Hobby, SnadaM \.'wi

6th Row, L to R: Scott Hobby, SnadaM \.'wi

7th Row, L to R: Scott Hobby, SnadaM \.'wi

8th Row, L to R: Scott Hobby, SnadaM \.'wi

9th Row, L to R: Scott Hobby, SnadaM \.'wi

10th Row, L to R: Scott Hobby, SnadaM \.'wi
Alpha Kappa Kappa

Omega Chapter 1996

President: Doug Kenney
Vice President: John Whitworth
Secretary: Ken Brown
Treasurer: Buffy Cook

Alumni Representatives:
- Kelly Cotton
- Jeff Pence
- Will Groeze
- Stacy Brown
- Chris Lane

House Managers:
- Eddie Abel
- Brian Brighter
- IM Chairman
- Phillip Telford
- MSIC Rep

Members:
- Eric Allen
- Nick Anderson
- Christopher Boush
- Danielle Bower
- Christopher Bowman
- William Brown
- Bud Bridge
- David Bridt
- Chad Coates
- Russell Carr
- Chad Ochrock
- Eric Ochrock
- Wesley Olaveson
- Michael Cass

Phi Chi

Alpha Beta Chapter 1996

President: Bud Dennis
Vice President: John Evans
Secretary: Brian Finch
Treasurer: Maghan Proctor

Committee Members:
- Edorie Granot
- Ernie Graham
- Mike Hamer
- Steve Haddie
- Christopher Houston
- Jackie Hudson
- Clay Jenkins
- David Jenkins
- Jerry Jones
- Carl Kennedy
- Wendy King
- Stan King
- Jonathan Macklin
- Angela Manley
- Harvey Maffi
- Eric Neff
- Brooke Pate
- Bobo Parshut
- Todd Peace
- Matthew Petrucci
- Jason Pyene
- Laura Pyne
- Brad Roberts
- Kerry Rossetti
- John Ross
- Kimberly Russell
- Amanda Stahr
- Beja Schleppaus
- Mark Schenk
- Joseph Sharpe
- Reetha Simpson
- Rachel Smith
- Cheng Tao
- Patrick Thompson
- Yuko Vick
- Jeffery Williams
- Tim Wigg
- Brian Wear
- Audi Yazdy
In closing this section, I leave you with this excerpt from "To Be a Doctor" by Eusebi Martí-Ibanez (1911-1972):

"Ever since the day you first said those magic words, 'I want to be a doctor,' you have been wrapped in the colorful cloak of the history of medicine, a fabric woven from the ideals, wisdom, endeavors, and achievements of our glorious predecessors in medicine.

You have embarked on a fascinating voyage leading to the harbor of one of the most dynamic professions. Year after year, new windows will keep opening before your eyes, revealing the multifaceted landscape of medical art and science.

But medicine is so complex that no human mind can possibly absorb it all, as was possible a few centuries ago. Only by using the history of medicine as a gigantic frame can one appreciate that to be a doctor, in the true sense of the word, is to be not only a wise man but, above all, a good man. To be a doctor is, in other words, to be a whole man, who fulfills his task as a scientist with professional quality and integrity; as a human being, with a kind heart and high ideals; and as a member of society, with honesty and efficiency.

Contemporary medicine is founded on a series of events that resulted from the thoughts and deeds of a few men in the course of history. History is made by men, and the greatest among the makers of history is the physician because of the effects of his ministry on all other human beings.

To be a doctor, then, means much more than to dispense pills or to patch up or repair torn flesh and shattered minds. To be a doctor is to be an intermediary between man and God."
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Slice of the BIG ORANGE

Nursing
Administration

Michael Carter, D.N. Sc.
Dean

Raghe Topp, Ed. D.
Associate Professor, Associate Dean

Nursing

Nursing Faculty

Dept. of Acute Care

Left to Right: Kay Sim, Dr. Maria Wieck, Lou Ann Benson, Julie Lacours, Cheryl Johnson, Dr. Carol Thompson.

Dept. of Health Care Systems

Left to Right: Rael Tutty, Dr. June Lamborn, Dr. Julie Solgar. Cherie, Karla Semman, Staff, Judy Thompson. Sitting: Dr. Pringle Greenhill, Pam Atch, Dr. Mary Core.

Dept. of Primary Care

Left to Right: Vicki Ross, Dr. Sheryl Kowalski, Dr. Cheryl Ziegler, Dr. Peg Hart, Dr. Brenda Martin, Dr. Kay Bumstead. Dr. Carol Pochta, Chair. Front Row: Dr. Cindy Russell, Mary Magleby, Dr. Mary Helen Wood, Dr. Brenda Smith.

Staff

The UT Memphis College of Nursing was the recipient of the "Outstanding Faculty Practice Award" from the National Organization of Nurse Practitioner Executives (NONPE). The award, voted on by the NONPE, ranks UT Memphis as the best faculty practice in the nation. Dr. Carter, Dean of the College of Nursing, holds the award.

Golden Apple Annual Picnic

The Golden Apple Picnic is a time for nursing students, families, and faculty to join together for food and games. The teaching awards are announced at this event, the recipients were: Pamela Atk, Rachel Taylor, Lou Ann Bennett, and Dianne Greenhill.

In Memoriam

Ruth Neil Murry

Ruth Neil Murry committed her professional life to pioneering the cause of nursing education in Memphis and the region. She was the first dean of the University of Tennessee-Memphis College of Nursing, serving from 1949 when the college became an academic unit independent of other colleges, until her retirement in 1977. Murry's 41 years of service to UT Memphis are distinguished by her steadfast and skilful leadership, and her dedication to the nursing profession and its ideals during the time the profession was defining itself as a vital and independent member of the health care team. Prior to her appointment as dean, she had served as educational director since 1944 and as director since 1946 of the School of Nursing which existed as a division of the College of Medicine. She was named emeritus dean upon her retirement in 1977. She died Thursday, Sept 9, 1995, at the age of 82.
Executive Officers

Standing: Susan Pearson, Honor Council President; Cindy Bobkiewicz, Archivist; Toni McHugh, Social Chairperson; Karen Nish, SNA President; Sitting: Diane Kohlman, Secretary; Robbi Dorsali, President.

Continuing MSN Students

Angela Abdi
Beyza Adams
Jennifer Bins
Helen Boyd
Paula Brown
Derethi Stinton

Vicki Chayman
Dane Dorre
Lisa Emery
Kopna Frech
Sandi Harrisson
Christine Hauette

Linda Heatan
Lisa Jones
Caroline Lavender
Alice McDonald
Kimberly McDonald
Maeve MacCall

Bashasha Rasool
Tina Tali
Melissa Wanlass

MSN Graduates

Not Pictured: Nancy Batenese, Donna Bevier, Bruce Bouer, Joy Brunecone, Darrelia Brown, Elizabeth Burgess, Cynthia Cain, Tammi Carpenito, Sue Chudikowska, Jill Collins, Donna Donovan, Gwen Eddins, Claudie Droese, Plica Evers, Julie Green, Diane Harris, Betha Hart, Emily Helfman, Angela Hudak, Kathy Kelley, Patsie Knowles, Evelyn Lake, Shirley Lindsey, Angela McGaughy, Sharon McGee.
BSN Graduates

Toni McDaniel
Janet Manogue
Nicole Moreau
Berta Mass
Kenneth Myers
Paige Oberlin
Susan Peterson
Wendy Reeder
Janice Rolg
Phyllis Shaw
Rose Sinclair
Agnes Smith
Angela Sue Smith
Martha Smith
Toby Smith
Suzanne Smith
Leigh Williamson
Danny Winchom
Teresa Wood
Laura Zorrill

Nursing 180

Nursing 181
Students and Events

Fuld Fellowship

Ms. Moran is the 1995-1996 Fuld Fellowship Winner for the state of Tennessee. Each year one student is nominated by the faculty to participate in the Fuld fellowship program. This year's essay topic was holistic health care. It required the student to describe, in a personal and concrete fashion, how they would benefit from attending the holistic health care course in Great Britain.

Nicole A. Moran

Summer III Mayo Intern

Ms. Wood spent the summer of 1995 at the Mayo Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota. She participated in the Summer III program which allows students to gain hands on nursing experience within an acute care setting. During the 10 week period she worked in the obstetrics department, postpartum and level 1 nursery. She worked with students from around the world.

Summer III Mayo Intern

Teresa L. Wood

Valor

Every year the Veterans Administration Hospital selects two applicants to the Valor Internship program. This year Mrs. Potton and Mr. Winchester were chosen to fill these prestigious positions. They worked alongside the nurses in the intensive care unit and gained valuable experience to apply toward their own careers in nursing.

Suzy Potton, Denny Winchester

William T. Cashdollar Lectureship

The William T. Cashdollar lectureship was created by Mrs. Kathy Cashdollar to improve the care for dying persons and their families, is an annual event that is available to all health care professionals. The faculty and students of the UT College of Nursing are always very involved in this event. This year's lecture was titled, "The Uniqueness of Hospice Care: Perspectives from Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow."
Nursing Students In

Don't Let The Flu Bug Get Ya!

ACTION!
MONSTER BASH 1995

Taking a Slice of Life!!
Pharmacy Administration

Dr. Dick R. Gourley
Dean

Dr. Emmett Manley
Assoc. Dean of Education

Dr. Jim Eoff
Exec. Assoc. Dean

Pharmacy

Dr. Jim Eoff
Exec. Assoc. Dean

Pharmacy 193
Ready to take a slice out of the working world...

Melissa Beb, Campbell
Timothy Lynn Cough
Matt M. Janitor Cohen
Roland Chay Cox
Bradley Lomax Cross

Joni Craig Folland
Joe Lewis Fosun
Jonathan Burson Green
Laura Kay Green
Kimberly Lindsey Goffy

Amy Artick Hall
Jeffrey Hart
Latasa Hilt
Danny Hedge
Laura Thilcher Hushens

Linda Faye Johnson
Thomas Reed Jones
Sue Keen
Kerri Matt Kilgore
John Cristopher Lim

Teresa Nunn Leonard
Keith S. Medley
R. Nichols
Michelle S., Nichols
Mohamed Moham Harek

Sara Cottrell gives a speech at a student government function.
The P-4 girls get together at Lunch.
Class of 1999

Class Officers 1995-1996

Stephen Peralda Adams
Tracy Michelle Allen
Angela Rae Arrell
Carroll Thomas Rickard
Rickey Michael Bishop
Angelique Bonds
David Alan Brown

Jessica Brown
Jessica Elizabeth Buck
Beth Nicole Butler
Camille Anne Carbon
Samantha Beck Carmean
Kathy Marie Carson
Carin Collins Chaffe

Kevin Alan Clermont
Carisa Ray Colbert
Raeann Ann Cothred
Joshua Nathan Cork
Mary Elizabeth Crook
Todd Grewell
Dana Jeanine Cothred

Chihoy Dalal
Judith Edge Davis
Sahanda Dever Diner
Atiana Lynne Dawson
Carrie Renee Dawn
Heather Michelle Darke
Jennifer Chapman Domingo

ABOVE: Price is the manager of Song above his desk, but he is also an athlete. ABOVE LEFT: Kevin Sargent takes local pressure from the community; LEFT: Some students get some extra help on the front line.
A Day in the Life of a First Year Student

Clockwise from top: Carly, David, Malli and Jay sell initialed goods for Kappa Phi. Kiri and Courtney take a break between classes. Malli is always a smiling face in the crowd.
Pharmacy Organizations

A Slice of Student Involvement

SOS

V. Pross, J. Leach, R. Roberts, J. Kail, R. Carver, T. Lumsden, R. Holliday, D. Williams, J. Gurner

PSGA


Honor Council

University of Tennessee students are expected to follow an honor code. The Honor Council helps to maintain an integrity. Pictured members: Front: Monica Smith, David Kowar, Gary Farewell, Seng Lou, Katrina Petrinni, Back: Dennis Lightlel, Matt Parker, Candi Chaffin, Gary Atfield (Pres), Emily Canice

Rho Chi

Rho Chi is the pharmacy honor society and accepts the top 20 percent academic of each class. Pictured members: Front: Yolanda Canery, Greg Nishikawa, Mike Wible, Ryan Tanen Wood, Mary Elizabeth Yann, Robin Monette, Heather Smith, Back: Yolanda Harris, Ben Russell, Robie Robers, Deborah Copes, Lisa Brocher, Kim Smell, Susan McCormack

Phi Lambda Sigma

The growth of pharmacy is dependent on leadership. Phi Lambda Sigma awards the top 15 percent of each class in leadership within the college and campus activities. Pictured members: Front row: Jason Leach, Beth Spectra (Pree), Shanna Smiley, Debbie Compton, Second row: Tom Burns, Mary Francis Crecchio, Vito Biddelmo, Robin Johnson, Michelle Johnson, Third row: Paul Maronez, Mary Elizabeth Yann
Academy of Students of Pharmacy


Executive Committee: S. Phelps, faculty advisor; A. Eldeeb, treasurer; S. Williams, president; Y. Pinto, v. president; P. Mesch, president; C. Brown, sec. A. Pare,(clerk).
Student National Pharmaceutical Association
LEFT: The Kappa Psi girls dodge once الصف in the corner. BELOW LEFT: Ex-Pres. Tom Rock from his home on campus. The group photo on the right shows the pledge event.

LEFT: Bond shows the new pledges. Kappa Psi.

Pledge Class 1996

218 Pharmacy

M. Smith, T. Vo, D. Wilson, S. Woods (Post), J. Wynia.

Pharmacy

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Blood Pressure screenings at Highland Heights Pharmacy. Phi Delta Chi joins Grand Council at the podbody. Fun with the Poets.

The Three Musketeers: Lulu, Judy and Jenny. Can't get any better than this! Phi Delta Chi forever.

Pharmacy
ADMINISTRATION

Faculty
Senior, L-R: Dr. Ruth Alpert; Dr. Atene Shove; and Dr. Louise Higleyen.
Associate Dean: Standing, L-R: Ms. Marcia Liptak, Dr. Susan Volpertoff, Dr. Hugh Vaughan, Ms. Jenny Callen, Dr. Jill Jones, and Mr. Edward Perennoot.
Not pictured: Ms. Magdeline Carignan.

Staff
Standing, L-R: Mrs. Felicia Carignan, Standing, L-R: Mrs. Audrey Moon and Mrs. Ann Smith.

The Life of a Social Work Student
Social Work Graduates

Donald Akoy
Lakere Alexander
Patricia Afribo
Denise Armstrong

Lori Ash
Renee Barnett
Patricia Carroll
Graduate Student

Mary Gate
Lazar Douglas
Brenda Elders
Jawu Fons

Michael George
Angie Gooi
Gwendolyn Harbert
Swakla Hula

Anika Hula
Perry Hodge
Calina Hubbard
Sharon Hanshaw

Mitchell James
Gertrude Jengson
Bruce Johnson
Tricia Kirby-Wiggins

Keisha Kinchen
Comal Labiche
Addie Martin
Belinda Martin

Nichole McNiel
Regina Morris
Megan Morris
Lesli Panell

Hunter Panzer
Shawn Paul
Wilma Arjaan
Anya Kimes

Michael Robinson
Kerry Ryckert
Yvonne Sanders
Rebecca Siver

Hunter Spaulding
Marcus Strohney
Boney Street
Cynthia Stroten

Annette Vasquez-Lawrence
Cett Williams
Mary Winks
Hoopaki Yattutveey
Entering and Continuing Students

Entering Students

Lois Brown Allison
Maghan Allens
James Bolley
Jean Elliott
Michelle Bowes

Eileen Bowmans
Sandra Bailey
Sharon Campbell
Donna Christiansen
Cheney Davis

Donald Duns
Leslie Brugh
Jennifer Ippolito
Susan Ector
Angela Burnam

Dennis Fleming
Claire Garcia
Marko Gilman
Jennifer Hatler
John Hurwitz

Linda Heriots
Rebecca Higginson
Rebecca Hubler
Taylor Hulda
Dana Hay

Andrew Krough
Jan Kinskey
Taylor Lane
Molly LeFebvre
Gloria Lens

Continuing Students

Sharon Cagle
Malcolm DeLauter
Lisa Fancove
Lynne Gilbert
Amy Knight
Tansey Lowe
Michelle Sanders
Shelli Segalbraut
Cathy Snyder
Sandra Webb
Toni White

Lois Matthews
Christina McDonald
Kathleen McCaslin
Ric McConkey
Jennifer McFauland
Thomas McGet

Rod McManin
Kendra Marie-Moore
Roberta O'Donnell
Jami Pohet
Melissa Poch
Kati Potter

Pamela Pinter
Laurel Powell
Wanda Robison
Mark Ragan
Toni Scott
Melanie Sessa

Angela A. Perry
Cheryl Scaglione
Brad Thompson
Carrie Ting
Amanda Vance
Sara Wilson

Patricia Warren
Chad Walsh
Juanita Whalen
Gwendolyn Williams-Lee

Susan Warren
Lynne Wyman
Katherine Zeha

Continuing Students Not Pictured

Howard Nelson
Joye Rabinow
Jason Robbins
Nancy Senn
James Stano
Sharon Verrier
Sethua Winters
Laura White

Graduates Not Pictured

Lisa Ahem
Cynthia Beegomani
Lynne Bush
Dara Carney
Tessa Hartman
Vasvini Kri
Marion Kraft
A Slice of Christmas 1995
Social Work
SLICES
Things Differently
U.S. record sales for country magazine \textit{Guth Brows} surpassed all artists except the Beatles following the release of "Fresh Horses," the first studio album in two years.

Country music newcomer Tim McGraw turned out the No. 4 best-selling country album with "All I Want."

\textbf{Hotstak Hits}

1. "Cracked Rear View" - Eric Clapton & The Black Crowes
2. "The Breeze" - George Harrison
3. "Mozart" - The Beatles
4. "Hell Freezes Over" - Eagles
5. "Unplugged" - U2

TLC was rhythm and blues' most talked about act of the year with "Waterfalls."

It debuted at No. 1 after a $20 million promotional push, but Michael Jackson's "History" fell short of expectations when sales dropped sharply after the initial burst of enthusiasm.

Soul dynamo Kemper "Babyface", formed created a sizzling mix of soul songs performed by TLC, Whitney Houston and new star Brandy in the best-selling soundtrack of "Waiting to Exhale."

\textbf{Student Soapbox}

I like to be around positive people. A good self-esteem and a good attitude are important to me.

\textit{Michael Turner}

Music

\textbf{Hootie & the Blowfish}

Shanta Tents first for the charts with "Maniac's Role" and three-month contemporary artists for their debut album "Cracked Rear View," which sold 11 million copies and gave off a string of singles and videos.

Hootie & the Blowfish were named the year's top adult contemporary artists with their album "Cracked Rear View," which sold 11 million copies and gave off a string of singles and videos.

Trains were rhythm and blues' most talked about act of the year with "Waterfalls."

Natalie's Big Red machine is rolling! Florida 63-74 in the Frenzy Bowl to win the college football championship for the second consecutive year with a perfect 15-0 record.

\textit{Natalie's Big Red machine}

Basketball magic comes alive in Los Angeles when Earvin "Magic" Johnson announced his return to the L.A. Lakers after four years of retirement because of his addiction to HIV, the virus that causes AIDS.

Raven's 25 years after the Beatles broke up. "Anthology" sold 4 million copies in three weeks.

\textbf{Madison Square Garden}

Seductive Kemper "Babyface" formed created a sizzling mix of soul songs performed by TLC, Whitney Houston and new star Brandy in the best-selling soundtrack of "Waiting to Exhale."

\textbf{Student Soapbox}

I like to be around positive people. A good self-esteem and a good attitude are important to me.

\textit{Michael Turner}

Music

\textbf{Hootie & the Blowfish}

Shanta Tents first for the charts with "Maniac's Role" and three-month contemporary artists for their debut album "Cracked Rear View," which sold 11 million copies and gave off a string of singles and videos.

Hootie & the Blowfish were named the year's top adult contemporary artists with their album "Cracked Rear View," which sold 11 million copies and gave off a string of singles and videos.

Trains were rhythm and blues' most talked about act of the year with "Waterfalls."

Natalie's Big Red machine is rolling! Florida 63-74 in the Frenzy Bowl to win the college football championship for the second consecutive year with a perfect 15-0 record.

\textbf{Madison Square Garden}

Seductive Kemper "Babyface" formed created a sizzling mix of soul songs performed by TLC, Whitney Houston and new star Brandy in the best-selling soundtrack of "Waiting to Exhale."

\textbf{Student Soapbox}

I like to be around positive people. A good self-esteem and a good attitude are important to me.

\textit{Michael Turner}

Sports

\textbf{Everyday Heroes}

The Dallas Cowboys, pro football's team of the '80s, won their third Super Bowl in four years with a victory over the Pittsburgh Steelers in Super Bowl XXX.

The seven-day-driven Atlantic Brownie finally won a World Series title when they defeated the American League Champion Cleveland Indians in the October classic.

Detailing Pete Sampson was an American hero of home and abroad, winning tennis' Triple Crown with victories in Wimbledon, the U.S. Open and the Davis Cup.

Future Hall of Fame quarterback Dan Marino of the Miami Dolphins surprised Frank Thomas on the NFL's all-time leading passer.
Microsoft Corp. launched its new operating system, Windows 95, selling 14 million copies in four months, thanks to a 23-city promotional tour.

Oprah Winfrey, celebrating 10 years as America's most-loved talk show host, avoided typical TV topics and staged audience participation, unlike her daytime competitors, including Jenny Jones and Kathie Lee.

Student Soapbox
"Trust and companionship are important attributes in my friendships. Because if you can't trust a friend, are they really a friend? And companionship is essential for a good relationship."
Joshua Switzer - Lakewood, Calif.

Fashion ads for Calvin Klein jeans and The Gap featured next-door neighbor types sporting casual body language and comfortable outfits.

Deaths
Jerry Garcia, 53, leader of the Grateful Dead
Sergei Grinko, 59, champion Russian figure skater
Eva Gabor, 74, actress
 éxito Kiley, 87, astronaut
Yitzhak Rabin, 73, Prime Minister of Israel
William Jack, 77, rock 'n roll disc jockey
Barbara Jordan, 56, constitutional scholar and former congresswoman from Texas
Butterfly McQueen, 74, actress
Mickey Mantle, 64, Hall of Fame baseball player
Dennis Martin, 78, entertainer
Audrey Hepburn, 63, actress
Vivella Ruderfischer, 83, pianist
George Burns, 100, entertainer

"During lunchtime, most opted for casual and comfortable sportswear, sporting sweatshirts and sneakers."